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Foreword
“I am delighted to write the foreword to the Evaluation
Report of the WISE (Working in Social Enterprise) ERDF
project. This successful and important initiative brought
together CASE, the University of Leicester and Voluntary
Action LeicesterShire to deliver an innovative and productive
programme of business support to new and established social
enterprises in Leicester.
The strong delivery partnership within WISE ensured that the
project achieved impressive outputs during its four years of
operation, including the formation of 50 new businesses.

Over 640 individuals received extensive business support to establish, grow or
expand their businesses. The project supported 285 businesses to flourish, thus
safeguarding and developing jobs and services and creating additional income of
£1,310,000 in local enterprises. Citizens were further supported by 65 full day
training courses on a range of business topics, as well as 20 networking events
which brought together third sector businesses from across the city.

In addition 246 students of the University of Leicester received training from the
WISE project to explore their business ideas. Many of the students also benefited
from work placements within local social enterprises which allowed them to share
their knowledge and innovative ideas, whilst gaining valuable work experience
which contributed to graduate retention in Leicester.

Despite a time of difficult trading conditions and continued austerity the WISE
project supported individuals to establish their own businesses and develop existing
enterprises. WISE has left a lasting legacy of new and improved social businesses in
Leicester which contribute to the economic and social success of Leicester. This
report demonstrates that investment in people, through projects such as WISE,
contributes enormously to our vibrant city of today and the hopeful future for
tomorrow”
Peter Soulsby
City Mayor
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About WISE
The Working In Social Enterprise (WISE) project offered training, advice, and
mentoring to people in Leicester, providing an introduction to the social enterprise
business model alongside specialised sessions targeting the day-to-day issues that
face social enterprise business owners. The project promoted Leicester social
enterprises via conferences and events and provided platforms for members of
social enterprises to speak at WISE training sessions and conferences to share their
insights and personal successes.
Individuals and social enterprises accessed a specialised package of training
workshops covering a range of topics such as digital marketing, employment law,
bookkeeping, website development, business planning and strategy development.
All participants benefited from one to one coaching advice to explore and develop
their business ideas.
The WISE project designed tailor made legal structures for social enterprises,
ensuring that businesses operate using bespoke rules that are fit for purpose and
allow growth and development.
Participants in the WISE project also benefited from the expertise of students at the
University of Leicester who undertook voluntary work placements or projects
within local social enterprises. These assignments differed from business to
business and involved activities such as organising and running a major event,
creating a website to help a local social enterprise boost their online presence and
undertaking a feasibility study to help a social enterprise plan a project. The
students also undertook business health check reviews which were very well
received.
The project sought to address issues that prevent beneficiaries from establishing or
running businesses and so gave advice or signposted to other providers in areas as
diverse as benefits, housing, counselling support, immigration, visas and conversion
of overseas qualifications.
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Participant’s feedback

All feedback taken from communications with WISE participants and event evaluation forms.

“I want to let you know how much I appreciate the support I gain from the WISE
project. The idea that there is an organisation I can go to for encouraging and
motivating support is very important.”

“The WISE officers explained to us very clearly the difference between different
types of legal structures. This helped us to make an appropriate decision while
choosing the suitable legal structure for our developing group. Thanks to WISE we
don't walk blindly in the legal structure field any more.”
“I have no hesitation in recommending WISE if I know anyone is in need of
business support and advice.”
“I very much liked and enjoyed this seminar and the approach of the WISE
project!”

“A special thank you for an excellent presentation on Social Enterprise . It was a
great event, with opportunity to network and it was carried out in an enabling
manner, with passion and enthusiasm to meet diverse needs.”

“Thank you for your help. I find legal structure issues very confusing so it's great
to have expert help.”

“I attended the “Growth for Networks” workshop and found it both enjoyable and
informative.”
“Many thanks and just a further thank you for the workshop. It was extremely
informative and very inspirational.”

“Just had to say that although much is daunting along the way, this business
development journey is awesome and I am loving your mentoring, so thank you.”

“I believe every step I take is part of my journey and therefore any type of
support and connections with professionals and other organisation is a step closer
to success and wisdom - thank you WISE.”
“The input from WISE was spot on and answered a lot of the questions that had
been mooted beforehand.”
“WISE support for our organisation has been priceless.”

“I just love attending WISE workshops - I wish I could do that for a living!”
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How WISE met its objectives

The WISE project provided support for individuals
who were in the process of setting up a social

362 people received advice and

provided assistance for existing social enterprises

business.

enterprise business. In addition the project

support to assist them to start a

where on-going or specialised mentoring was

91 jobs were created

·

registered

required.

£1,310,285 additional income was brought into
Leicester over the term of the project via Gross

Value Added to social enterprises - an excellent
·

return on investment.

246 students received introduction to social

assisted to improve business
performance

Iliffe Arts received support to plan,

retention in the city.

social media and online presence.

65 social enterprises were supported through
student placements from the WISE project
gaining guidance on projects as diverse as

product development through to marketing
·

170 existing enterprises were

enterprise training and support to explore their
business ideas, contributing to graduate

·

50 new businesses were

strategies.

Over 640 people received specialist training and
support to explore social enterprise options.

The majority of advice was delivered via one-to-one
mentoring. In addition WISE delivered 65 full day

develop and implement an effective

Just Wood Leicestershire CIC was

supported by WISE to start up and

accessed specialised mentoring from
the WISE project as the business

developed. Just Wood has created 3
new jobs and supported 25 people
through intensive volunteering

placements, all of whom have moved
into employment or training.

workshops attended by beneficiaries from pre-start

Just Services Limited received

designed to encourage interaction and mutual

business strategy and develop

and existing social enterprises. The workshops were
support and to promote networking.
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support from WISE to develop
succession planning.

WISE exceeded expectations
·
·
·
·

Statistics

Gross Value Added from businesses assisted to improve their performance
through intervention from WISE was £1,310 ,285, or 327% against target.
Jobs created in Leicester was 130% against target.

New businesses created in Leicester was 125% against target.

362 people were assisted to start a business, more than double the original
target.

Businesses assisted by WISE as shown by ward

Individuals assisted by WISE as shown by Ward
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Student contribution

The Working In Social Enterprise
project offered opportunities for
University of Leicester students and
graduates to network with and learn
from existing and emerging social
enterprises, discuss trading ideas and
make links with other social
enterprise support agencies, thereby
connecting higher education with the
local business community in Leicester.

The WISE project supported student
development allowing them to interact
with the local economy. Improved
graduate retention within Leicester
was one of the results of the project.
Students participating in WISE were
able to gain accreditation for their
involvement in the project through the
advanced skills development
programme known as the “Leicester
Award Gold”. The award recognises
students’ ability to demonstrate how
their experiences develop skills and
competences such as interpersonal
communication, teamwork, problem
solving and business acumen.
The student placement aspect of WISE
began with a two day interactive
workshop for students to educate
them in social enterprise, and prepare

them for the project. Students’
specialisms and interests were
assessed to match them to local social
enterprises.
The students brought to the social
enterprises a unique combination of
passion for the local community, high
level academic knowledge in particular
areas and fresh injections of perspective
and ideas.
A series of ten “Business Start-Up Café”
networking sessions complemented the
training and guidance offered to students
and graduates, connecting them with
local business leaders, business support
organisations and academics. These
sessions were well attended and
garnered praise from local social
enterprises who were impressed with
the level of enthusiasm and knowledge
shown by students.
The diverse range of projects has meant
that organisations have been able to
develop and be successful in IT,
marketing, securing funding, new
product and service development and
business planning projects, which have
ultimately enabled them to grow their
activities in a sustainable way. WISE
enabled local community organisations
to access expertise, knowledge and skills
from within the University to help deliver
economic solutions to local social
problems.
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Student contribution: testimonial

Testimonial received from a local social enterprise:
“I would like to take the opportunity to thank you, the WISE Project, and in particular the
student team for the assistance we received as part of the WISE Project. We are often asked
to get involved in student projects and the value of doing so is often weighted in favour of the
students (although we are more than happy to assist). However, I have found that
working with the WISE team has provided my organisation with an invaluable resource at a
time where our capacity to undertake this work in-house was simply not available.
I have been immensely impressed with the professional and thoughtful approach taken by
your students; they were clear in their communications, committed in their approach and
diligent in producing the final report for us. Their enthusiasm to tackle the difficult and
complex brief we set is a credit to them and the WISE project, I only hope that they gained as
much from their involvement in the project as did we. I hope that the University can
encourage more students to get involved in the WISE project as it presents a real opportunity
for them to gain valuable insight into the working arrangements of different organisations
and learn more about working with social enterprises with a real focus on the “enterprise”
element. The experiences they gain during the WISE project should stand students in very
good stead as they go on to find employment in the business sector (social or otherwise).

In short I would happily recommend the WISE project to colleagues in both my own and
other organisations. I would also like to personally thank you for making it easy to access the
project and for managing the whole process such that my time was not wasted with pointless
meetings!”

Networking events

A key feature of the WISE project, which was designed to
complement the training and support available, was the
provision of regular networking events to bring local
businesses together to share their experiences of working
in social enterprise and to provide opportunities to
collaborate with peer organisations.

Over 20 dedicated networking events were held during the course of the project in
different formats including full day sessions, informal lunch networking
opportunities, speed dating and evening events, with local and national social
enterprise experts invited to speak at each event.

The events were a combination of networking, training and presentations and were
often attended by more than 50 people, many of whom attended each event.
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Festival of Entrepreneurship

The WISE project held four annual Festivals of Entrepreneurship to celebrate the
successes of social enterprises in the city of Leicester. Hosted at various venues
around the city including De Montfort Hall, The University of Leicester and The Big
Shed Conference Centre, the festival attracted hundreds of guests and a variety of
prestigious speakers each year.

As well as bringing members of the social enterprise community together in
celebration, each festival featured a specific theme as the driving force behind the
day. In year one local entrepreneurs pitched to a Dragon’s Den panel featuring city
mayor Peter Soulsby, the business editor of the Leicester Mercury and local
business owners to win a package of enhanced business support. Another year
featured a panel discussion between representatives from the Leicester and
Leicestershire Enterprise Partnership (LLEP) and social enterprise representatives
about the future for the social enterprise sector.

Each WISE festival was well received by speakers and delegates alike and
attendance at the festival increased markedly throughout the project. The final
Festival of Entrepreneurship brought together hundreds of local entrepreneurs for
round table discussions and to envision the future of social enterprise and was
remarked upon by delegates as being one of the best business events they attended
in Leicester or elsewhere.
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Case study: Just Wood

Julie Foster, the founder of Just Wood
Leicestershire CIC, approached WISE in July 2011 to
seek assistance and support. She had been asked
by Lighthouse Learning, the charity for which she
worked, to identify innovative entrepreneurial
opportunities to advance the charities’ aims of
supporting young people into employment.
Discussions with The National Wood Recycling
Project and trustees had identified a gap in the
market for a business providing wood recycling
services for the building trade, selling reclaimed
wood and making household items to sell.

A series of meetings and attendance at WISE training courses led to the
incorporation of Just Wood Leicestershire as a Community Interest Company in
March 2012 following which the social enterprise instigated a search for suitable
premises and start-up funding. Initial funding was provided by the Wates
Foundation and helped Just Wood to secure the premises, buy a collections truck
and cover the first years’ wages. Identification of ex-factory premises just outside of
the city centre enabled the business to begin trading in April 2013.
Just Wood has established itself as the ‘go to’ organisation for builders, hobbyists
and householders undertaking DIY projects, and those seeking well-made products
such as play houses and outdoor furniture. The selling point of Just Wood is that all
wood sold by the social enterprise is reclaimed or reused thereby saving it from
landfill and giving it a new life. Just Wood provides collection services for Eddie
Stobart, FP MCCann, Wates, Interserve and B&Q as well as supplying products to
Next for their design studio and to shop fitting companies across the country. Just
Wood were delighted to appear on ITV’s Love your Garden with Alan Titchmarsh to
supply a children’s outdoor play teepee!
Just Wood employs three staff and provides long term volunteering opportunities
for up to four people as well as short term volunteer placements which enable
people to gain transferable skills and confidence to move into jobs or further
education. Since April 2012 Just Wood has supported 25 unemployed people all of
whom have gone on to further training or jobs.
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Just Wood has sustainable plans for expansion and growth and is seeking bigger
premises which will enable the business to grow in turnover, take on more staff and
provide wider volunteering and employment opportunities. Julie Foster said “WISE
has been a really valuable service for Just Wood Leicestershire and we are pleased
that the advisers have been by our side offering advice and support from the start
through to where we are today. We have been able to discuss everything from
feasibility, through to legal structures, employing people and business expansion
and it has been of great benefit to know that the WISE project is there to support
us”

Case study: Nicole Valentinova

University of Leicester law undergraduate Nicole Valentinova
was keen to develop her understanding of social enterprise to
explore her passions, develop her skills and become more
informed of her career options.

Nicole was one of 246 students to receive training through WISE
on how to develop a business idea and advice on how to offer
business consultancy. Through this skills development
programme, Nicole and a team of fellow students worked
alongside a local social enterprise to develop innovative new
services.

Nicole’s project team worked with the Leicestershire and Rutland Probation Trust
(LRPT) on plans for a social enterprise spin-out of the service, called Momentis,
which would help people who had been to prison to reintegrate with society.

Nicole and her fellow students helped to develop and research new services for the
business to generate revenue. As a result the LRPT gained more capacity to
research product development and incorporated the student group’s research into
their service planning, whilst Nicole’s team developed their employability skills.
Since being involved in the programme Nicole has secured an internship with
Barclays Bank and volunteers for the Personal Support Unit, which provides support
to people going through the court process without legal representation.
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WISE is funded by the European Regional Development Fund

Working in Social Enterprise (WISE) in numbers
·

4 year project duration

·

91 new jobs created

·
·
·
·
·

50 new businesses registered
£1.3million additional income brought into the city
170 businesses supported

246 students engaged with social enterprise

640 people assisted to support social enterprise options

